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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER 

 

by Alan Bauer 

 
Hello everyone, there is a lot to talk about in this issue of The News, but first, I would like to voice my 

pleasure at the participation of so many of our members in this year’s Annual General Meeting and dinner.  

Robert has written the minutes, which appear later in The News, so I won’t repeat that information here.  

Here let me thank all of the members and guests who attended.  We had 16 members join us at our booth 

at the New England Philatelic Show and all but 3 attended the meeting and joined us for a wonderful 

Hungarian dinner.  I’d like to give a special thank you to Vic Berecz, who was one of the 6 “Founding 

Members” of the society in 1969, for attending.  He provided us with many insights at the meeting and I 

thoroughly enjoyed our discussions, as did the other members.  Chris and Robert were the other officers 

present and we had several long-time members along with 5 new members who have joined us within the 

last year.  

The venue was the Cardinal Spellman Museum of Postal History, which provided us with a unique setting.  

They displayed their award winning Hungarian exhibit, which includes an inverted Madonna, a frame of 

the Franz Josef issues, mint and in multiples, along with many other frames which generated much 

discussion.  They also displayed a number of other interesting non-Hungarian items, like the inverted Jenny, 

which was on loan to them.  I think our new members enjoyed the discussions that revolved around the 

Hungarian exhibit.  A group of the members partook in an animated discussion about Hungarian philatelic 

literature in the Library, where the Spellman Museum Librarian displayed a bookshelf full of items specific 

to Hungarian philately.  

Following that, we had a dinner catered by the Chef of the Café Polonia.  The dinner was attended by 25 

members and guests.  For those of you who watch the Food Network, the restaurant was featured on 

“Diners, Drive-ins and Dives”.  I saw that segment and thought that the restaurant would be a great place 

for dinner.  Rather than deal with the logistics of getting everyone to the restaurant in Boston, though, we 

decided to bring their food to us at the Spellman Museum.  There were 6 special dishes, including Chicken 

Paprikas, Goulash, Stuffed cabbage, Kielbasa on Cabbage Stew and a few other dishes that everyone 

thoroughly enjoyed.  It was great to have everyone getting together for a very enjoyable afternoon and 

evening.  There are a few pictures of our booth at the show, the members present at the meeting and of our 

dining experience, which have been placed by Robert in various spots in this issue of The News.  I hope 

you enjoy them. 

Finally, I would like to give a special note of appreciation to two groups of members, without whom we 

would not be a viable society.  First, to our Board members.  They are a very hard-working group of people 

who volunteer their time without compensation.  There are many tasks required to allow a society like ours 

to exist and our Board members spend a significant amount of their time to get these done – THANK 

YOU!!!  Second, I would like to thank our Life Members.  They have been with us for 30 years or more.  

They have seen the society grow and many have contributed content to our News or have just been there to 

participate in our activities.  Many of them still pay their dues, which helps keep us solvent.  To this group, 

another big THANK YOU!! 

I guess that's enough of my comments for this issue, so as always, ……………………. Happy stamping! 
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WELCOME 

  

A warm welcome to our newest members: Nancy Mangraviti of North Reading, Massachusetts, 

Vera Mae Rose of St Peters, Missouri, Jose Luis Montecinos of Round Top, New York and 

Nicholas Follansbee of Ashland, Oregon, as well as returning member Joel Baum of Chicago, 

Illinois.  Nancy attended this year’s Annual General Meeting and the SHP dinner at the Cardinal 

Spellman Museum.  Hopefully, she had as much fun meeting the other SHP members of present 

as we did in making her acquaintance.   

  
 

 

THE TREASURER’S REPORT 

 

by Wes Learned 

 

 
 

 

 

 

                                           SOCIETY FOR HUNGARIAN PHILATELY 

                                     Treasurer's Report - Year Ending December 31, 2017

          

Beginning Balance 1-1-2017 $1,094.47 Expenses:

    (Checking - First Wyoming Bank)      Newsletter (4 issues): 

          Printing 2704.88

Income:            Postage 1184.16

        Auction Deposits 858.60            Envelopes 337.03

          Supplies 33.17

            Delivery to Ottawa PO 58.33

        Donations 79.00     Web Maintenance 0.00

        Sales:     Other Expenses:

            Book Sales 0.00          Postage (Board) 130.00

            Sales Circuit 0.00           Scott catalog Ad 306.00

            Bound Editions 0.00          State of CT Corp. Filing Fee 50.00

            News & Website Ads 95.50          Bank charge -Stop Pay 30.00

         APS Show Expense 0.00

        Dues 3323.34          Tri-Fold Flyers 56.10

Total Expenses 4889.67

Interest Earned  (added to CD's)  

        (checking) 0.00 Ending Balances 12/31/17:  

        (1 yr. CD)** 18.02       First Wyoming Checking 561.24

        (91 Day CD's)** 0.50        First Wyoming CD's (91 day) 1000.99

        First Wyoming CD   1 Yr 9018.02

Total Income (excludes interest): 4356.44   

    CD Redemptions 0.00 Auction Account  1583.65

Beginning Balance plus Deposits 5450.91   

Total Assets 12,163.90$  
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THE AUCTIONEER’S REPORT 

 

by Jim Gaul 

 

 
 
 

 

THE WEBMASTER’S REPORT 

 

by Wally Green  

Introduction 

Hello again.  It has been a quiet quarter as far as the website is concerned.  Nothing new has been 

added and no functionality has been changed. 

So far, no member has taken advantage of the ability to advertise stamps of their own on our 

website.  I hope that some of you will, as we can’t really tell how well this capability works until 

we try to use it.  Also, if you have a website of your own that you would like to have advertised 

on our website, just send me the URL and a brief description and I’ll place a link to it on the site. 

Website Usage 

Our statistics show we had a 15% decrease in number of users in the last 90 days from the previous 

90 day period.  It is beginning to look like interest in our website is waning.  Approximately 50% 

of our users over the last 90 days were from the USA.  The next largest blocks of approximately 

10% each, came from Brazil and Russia.  

Thank you for your support. 

 

 

2017 Year End Report

2017A 2017B 2017C 2017D Totals

No. of lots listed 80 77 82 88 327

Sold 48 43 56 55 202

No. of Bidders 11 17 14 19

Consignors 2 3 1 4

Amount Sold $550.00 $791.00 $970.00 $855.00 $3,166.00

Comm. And Donated $110.00 $175.80 $194.00 $195.80 $675.60

Looking over the figures above you can see an increase in of number of lots

listed and lots sold from last year. The consignments are down and the 

donations were much smaller. Still, it's a good over all year and with the added

increase in amount of bidders due to the emailings we should have a much

better year ahead!
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SHP ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2018: MINUTES 

 

The 2018 Annual General Meeting was held in the meeting room at the Cardinal Spellman 

Museum of Postal History in Weston, Massachusetts.  Alan Bauer convened the meeting, 

welcomed Vic Berecz, one of the society’s founding members, tabled the minutes from last year’s 

Annual General Meeting, and presented the Treasurer’s Report and the Auctioneer’s Reports, 

which were duly approved.  Robert Lauer presented the Editor’s Report, which reviewed the 

changes to The News over the last year, namely the move to colour, printing in Canada and mailing 

via Canada Post. 

Alan initiated a continuation of the discussion on improvements to the auction process from the 

last Annual General Meeting and outlined some of the improvements since then, including the 

distribution of a pdf with colour scans of auction lots to all members for whom the SHP has e-mail 

addresses.  Robert Lauer again questioned the utility of including black and white scans with the 

mailed auction listings, especially given the new auction e-mail pdf.  Kalman Illyefalvi suggested 

using the APS bulletin to publicize the quarterly SHP auctions and opening-up the bidding to all 

members of the American Philatelic Society as a means of increasing auction realizations; the 

listing of material for auction would remain restricted to SHP members.  

Alan presented the proposal for the creation of an SHP Library, which did not get much support 

from the members present, many of whom pointed out the logistical difficulties involved.  Robert 

Lauer also pointed out that for societies that did have libraries, such as many of the British 

societies, the usage of these libraries by the members has been declining because of the availability 

of information on the internet.  The consensus was that it might be a better idea to take a census of 

the resources already owned by SHP members and circulate this among the members. 

Alan confirmed that SHP was taking the steps necessary to get charitable status for income tax 

purposes, though some members questioned how much difference this would make given the way 

charitable donations are being dealt with under tax reform in the United States. 

Chris Brainard inquired about what had happened to the SHP circuit book and whether it was 

worthwhile resurrecting this as a means for members to dispose of lower value duplicates.  Vic 

Berecz indicated that it had been discontinued because the high cost of mailing it from one member 

to another frequently outweighed the value of the items for sale in the circuit book.  It was 

suggested that probably the best way of selling lower valued items was to post them on the website. 

There was consensus for holding the next Annual General Meeting in conjunction with ARIPEX 

in February 2019.  There was some discussion about possible venues for the 2020 Annual General 

Meeting, with general agreement to hold it in conjunction with the APS Stamp Show to be held in 

Hartford, CT in August of 2020. 
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Group photo of the SHP members present at the Annual General Meeting at the Spellman 

Museum taken in front of part of the Spellman Museum’s Hungarian exhibit.  From left to right: 

Tom MacDonough, Alan Davis, Endre Krajcsovics, Ben Bump, Alan Bauer, Robert Lauer, Brian 

Baldwin, Nancy Mangraviti, Chris Brainard, Kalman Illyefalvi and Vic Berecz. 

   

 

THE RUMINATIONS OF YOUR EDITOR 

 

by Robert Lauer  

  

This year’s Annual General Meeting and dinner at the Spellman Museum was a most enjoyable 

event.  It was great to have a chance to chat with members that I had met before and meet other 

members who were just names on a mailing list up to that point.  I had never before met Chris 

Brainard, my predessessor as Publisher, and we had a chance to share some beer and grub on the 

Friday night.  I had the pleasure of giving Kalman Illyefalvi a lift to and from the Annual General 

Meeting and dinner.  Meeting Vic Berecz was great and I thoroughly enjoyed sharing a corner of 

a table with Chris Brainard and Nancy Mangraviti for the dinner following the AGM.  The whole 

weekend was a lot of fun! 

 

Given the content of this issue, there is not much room for my ruminations, but I do want to thank 

the contributors to this issue.  Vic Berecz has penned a piece on his philatelic journey (Judy, your 

article in the last issue has definitely started a trend.)  Alan Soble has contributed an interesting 

piece on the postal history of the town of Perlak/Prelog, historically part of the Kingdom of 

Hungary, but which is now in Croatia.  Paul Richter has contributed a nice piece on the 1955 

Bartók stamps.  Csaba Kohalmi has given us a very interesting article on the use of month 

abreviations in Hungarian cancellers and finally Jan Jaap de Weerd has put together a delightful 

piece on a few unusal postal labels.  Thank you all.  This issue also contains a bumper crop of 
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Letters to the Editor with a fair bit of content on both the Coloured and Black Numeral Envelope 

issues. 

 

A big thanks as well to all of you who have sent me articles that do not appear in this issue; these 

will appear in the next few issues.  The ink wasn’t even dry on the nonsense that I wrote in the last 

issue about the larder looking a bit bare when you folks buried my inbox with a veritable avalanche 

of articles and letters.  There are very few philatelic society journal editors who are blessed with 

as enthusiastic a membership as we have.     

 
 

 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

 

I always look forward to the excellent articles by Csaba Kőhalmi, which are well written and 

educate me.  I learned quite a bit from the one in the Jan-Mar issue of The News as well, even 

though, having lived through those years as a young collector, I was familiar with the 

topic.  However, near the end of the article, I was taken aback by his relating how he avoided being 

sent to Vietnam because he was opposed to the war there. 

Csaba is entitled to his opinion and to publicize it, because we live in the country where that 

freedom has always been the rock-solid foundation of our rights.  However, I do not see how it 

was relevant to the subject of the article.  As a person who answered his new country’s call, along 

with tens of thousands of immigrants then and since, it was a really jarring finish for me. 

 

Derick Pasternak, SHF 797 

Colonel, US Army, Retired 

 

 

As I ponder projects to start over the course of 2018, I was wondering if I could get some help.  

My question is about the Hungarian “Envelope” stamps issued in 1898-99 (Scott 35A-46) with 

watermarks 135 (oval) and 135 (circle).  I have a stamp that is labelled on its card Michel 47 AY 

which I believe is Scott 41 (a 12kr).  Then I started wondering if my other MNH 356A-46 are 

really these catalogue numbers or are they 35Ac-46b.  I have some in the second set referenced, 

but they have always been determined by the auction houses or other sources from which I have 

purchased the stamps.  I would like to be able to validate which stamps are which in this set.  

 

Can anyone, utilizing plain English, so I can easily understand it, explain the differences?  What 

are the differences between these 2 watermarks?  I held a few up to bright light and natural light 

and couldn't tell the difference.  Is this a solution thing?  If so what does everyone recommend?  

Do I need to utilize a machine for magnification?  If so, what machine do I purchase? 

 

Greg Gessell 

 

Editor – The explanation of the differences between the 2 series in the Scott catalogue is next to 

useless; Scott does not even identify which watermark was used in what year.  For my money, the 

best resource in English for helping to distinguish between the 1898 and the 1899 versions of 
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this issue is Stanley Gibbons.  Stanley Gibbons notes that the “Crown in Oval” watermark was 

used starting in August 1898, with the “Crown in Circle” watermark being introduced in 

September 1899.  Most catalogues other than Scott have illustrations of the 2 different 

watermarks.  Below are the illustrations of the 2 watermarks from the Stanley Gibbons ‘Austria 

& Hungary’, 6th Edition catalogue. 

 

          
1898 watermark ‘Crown in Oval’    1899 watermark ‘Crown in Circle’ 

 

The design of both watermarks appears over a number of stamps in the sheet, so that any 

individual stamp only has a fragment of the watermark on it.  Depending upon which fragment of 

the watermark is on a stamp, it can be impossible to distinguish which watermark it is.  

However, there are a number of distinguishing characteristics between the two.  First, the 2 

arches at the top of the crown: in the ‘Crown in Oval’ watermark these are the same length and 

bottom out between the ‘jewels’ above the lower band of the crown; in the ‘Crown in Circle’ 

watermark, the inner arch is shorter and bottoms out in the middle of the 2nd ‘jewel’ in from the 

edge of the crown.  Second, in the ‘Crown in Oval’ version of the watermark, the sides of the top 

of the crown and the bottom band of the crown are in line; in the ‘Crown in Circle’ version, the 

bottom band extends outwards past the outer edge of the top of the crown.  Both Scott and 

Stanley Gibbons mention that the ‘Crown in Circle’ water mark has a VI (from the front of the 

stamp) that occurs 4 times in a sheet in large spaces between the intersecting circles.  So, if you 

have any part of a roman numeral watermark on a stamp it is definitely the 1899 series.    

 

One difference that Stanley Gibbons doesn't mention is the position of the hooked lines that 

extend from the bottom of the crown.  In the ‘Crown in Oval’ watermark, these lines are set in 

from the edge of the crown and clearly come down from the back of the crown; in the ‘Crown in 

Circle’ version of the watermark, these lines come down from where the bottom of the back of 

the crown meets the bottom of the front of the crown.   

 

The other thing I always check on these stamps is the dates of the cancels, if they are 

used.  Anything before September 1899 has to be the ‘Crown in Oval’ watermark; anything from 

September 1899 could be either watermark.  Both Stanley Gibbons and Scott make note of the 

differences in the paper between the 2 parts of this issue.  The 1898 series is on medium, whiter 

paper; the 1899 series is on thinner, more yellowish paper, with the colours more obvious 

through the back of the stamp. 
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I never use watermark fluid; I always just hold the stamp up to the light, natural light being the 

best.  The watermarks on this issue are usually relatively easy to see using this method; if this 

doesn't work, put the stamp face down on a black surface.  You are right not to trust someone 

else's cataloguing of these stamps; in my experience, it is all too frequently wrong. 

 

 

The ‘Oscar’ for the most creative zombie goes to…  

envelope, please! 

 

Give this zombie an Oscar!!!!!! 

 

Csaba L. Kohalmi 

 

Editor – Wow.  This is laugh out loud stuff.  It is tough to know 

where to even start… 

 

 

 

I acquired the stamp illustrated below as Scott #18e.  On closer examination, the perforations 

turned out to be 14x11.5, instead of the 13x11.5 listed in the Scott catalogue.  The watermark Scott 

#132 is clearly visible, so it has to be from the 1881 series.  The color appears (to my eyes) to be 

light blue.  As described, this stamp is not listed in Scott.  My limited inquiries have been equally 

unsuccessful in identifying this stamp. 

 

Is this an unlisted variety, an error in production, or possibly an altered perforation?  I'll defer to 

the more experienced collector, but the stamp looks genuine to me.  Just to add a bit of speculation, 

if anyone was going to alter the horizontal perforations, the most likely stamp to alter would be 

Scott #18b. 

 

     
 

 

Ed David 
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Csaba L. Kohalmi – I had it in the back of my head that I had written an article about 

perforating machines at some point, but couldn't find it.  Then, I remembered that Steve Arato 

discussed this topic in his writings about the envelope-design stamps that I had translated.  Lo 

and behold, here's a scan from a page of his book "Szinesszamu Levelboritek Rajzu Belyegek - 

The Colored Numeral Envelope Issue" that deals with this issue.  This paragraph discusses the 

'13 gauge' line perfs.  It was an inexact science.  So, if the stamp is really perf 14, then I would 

call it an anomaly.  The intent was to produce perforation using the 12.8 gauge, but in this case, 

the pins were obviously set closer together.  How many sheets were perforated as such is 

anybody's guess; maybe just a couple, maybe a day's worth.  Anyway, that makes the stamp an 

interesting variety alongside partially perforated stamps, paper folds, ink smears, etc. 

 

 
 

Thomas Phillips – In its section on the 1881 issue, the Stanley Gibbons catalogue lists 

perforations of 11.5 by 12.5 to 13.5.  Other sources, such as the book on classical Hungarian 

stamps printed by the State Printing House and Steven Arato's book, The Colored Numeral 

Envelope Issue, indicate that stamps from this issue can be found with many compound or 

irregular perforations.  In the State Printing House book - irregular mixed perforations are 

measured and given clockwise starting from the top.  Before 1888, the envelope stamps were 

perforated with 13 different tools.  A while back, I did find a stamp that was perforated 14 and it 

was dated 1886.  It is very unusual to find a perforation like this one.  I have gone through 

hundreds of colored numeral stamps to find perforation differences and found many 

watermarked stamps with various perforations and different compound perforations.  A collector 

once told me to look at the perforations and see if any shavings appear within the perforation.  

The perforation tools used a punched method and did not use a circular motion to perforate the 

stamps. 

 

Editor – Ed brought the stamp with him to the society booth at the Boxboro Stamp Show, so I 

had a chance to check the perforations with my Leuchtturm gauge, and the horizontal perfs are 

indeed 14.  Looking at the perforations themselves under a 10x loop, they look legit to me. 
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MY PHILATELIC JOURNEY 

by Vic Berecz 

 

I was a nerd long before The Big Bang Theory made our personality type socially acceptable.  Yes, 

like most of you, I began collecting stamps as a child … mostly US stamps and a few Hungarian 

stamps as well.  When I had a couple of dollars, I bought older US stamps at the Minkus stamp 

counter at Macy’s in New York City.  Most of my stamps though were from our family’s mail or 

mail my mom brought home from her office.  I especially liked to soak those dozens of stamps off 

the post-war letters my grandmother got from relatives in Hungary!   Yes, I learned too late, it was 

a very dumb thing to do.  My collecting efforts languished in my high school and college years, 

but unlike many kids, I never gave it up. 

 

 
 

As a young adult in the early 1960s, my collecting focus moved to Hungarian aviation.  This 

interest was sparked by two things, the postcard you see here, which was sent to my grand-mother 

in Hungary in 1901, and also from my acquaintance with Igor Sikorsky.  After a year of middle-

school teaching … where I learned how difficult teenagers can be … I went to work at Sikorsky 

Aircraft as a computer programmer.  It just so happened that my desk was right near Mr. Sikorsky’s 

office … at that time he was still a “consultant” for the company he had sold to United Aircraft 

decades earlier.  He came to work daily driving a little Volkswagen with his long white hair 

streaming out beneath his baseball cap.  Always a gentleman, he tipped that cap as he wished each 

employee he passed a good morning.  His role was largely to impress visiting dignitaries and 

customers.  But, on two occasions, I was invited to join him in his office to autograph a book for 

me.  There I had the pleasure of talking to him at length about early aviation.  My grandmother’s 

fantasy postcard is titled Airships of the Year 2000.  The artist’s concept, we see, was soon made 
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obsolete by the pioneering efforts of men like the Wright brothers, Fairfield’s own Gustave 

Whitehead, and of course Igor Sikorsky. 

 

Anyway, I began to concentrate on the Hungarian airmail issues of 1918, 1921, and 1924 which I 

dubbed The Pioneer Period of Hungarian Airmail.  In 1966, I heard of the CONNPEX ’66 show 

to be held in Cheshire, CT.  It was time to try my hand at exhibiting.  My little exhibit was well-

received … a Silver-Bronze award … and I was surprised to see another Hungarian airmail exhibit 

there, presented by Otto G. Schaffling, who was also the exhibit’s chairman.  I must say I really 

coveted his Gold award showing of Zeppelin covers to and from Hungary.  That day Otto and I 

talked at length and got to know each other a bit.  I was fortunate to have him as a friend and 

mentor until his death some years later.  In my early years of collecting, I was helped immensely 

in acquiring airmail covers of this era by Hungarian specialist stamp dealers, including Béla 

Bauer’s Hungaria Stamp Exchange and the New England Stamp Company of Boston, but 

especially by Earl Blinn … and by exchanging material with other collectors, notably Steve Arato 

in New York and John Latham in Britain. 

 

A couple of years later, while talking to a post office clerk in Fairfield, I learned that the Fairfield 

Philatelic Society was going to host an exhibit limited to Hungarian philatelic material in 

November 1969.  This made sense since our southwest Connecticut area is home to many 

Hungarian-American families, from pre-WWI immigrants like my grandparents to 10% of all the 

56’ers that settled in America.  I offered to exhibit my airmails, and they asked if I knew any other 

potential exhibiters … which led to Otto Schaffling winning the Best-in-Show there with his great 

collection of the 1871 issue. 

   

At that Fairfield exhibit, a few of us decided to start a Hungarian stamp club.  The next week Al 

Bauer, Bill Domonkos, Géza Bodnár, Dennis Rich and Jeanette Erhardt met at my home and SHP 

was born.  We decided to have regular local meetings, but also shoot for members outside our 

immediate area and to publish a newsletter to support them.  We drew straws for the initial 

membership numbers, and I was lucky enough to be SHP member 001.  Al Bauer was our first 

President (no relation to SHP’s current President) and I was the first editor of The News of 

Hungarian Philately.  Otto Schaffling soon joined us and added his wisdom, experience, and 

fabulous collection to our society assets.  Shortly thereafter we became an APS affiliate and 

incorporated as a non-profit.  In the first months, we corralled about 50 “charter” members. 

 

In 1970, I produced the first SHP “monograph” titled The Pioneer Period of Hungarian Airmail 

… if you find a copy of it, you’ll learn how little I knew about the subject in that early stage of my 

philatelic journey.   As collecting opportunities emerged in the 1970s and 1980s, so did my 

definition of that title.  First, I began filling in the gap … 1922-23 … when there was airmail, but 

no airmail stamps.  Then I started to buy flown cards of the 1914-15 Siege of Przemysl which were 

addressed to Hungary, looking for … and eventually owning … all the marking varieties.  At the 

time, these cost me $25-$50 each.  Soon I had about 60 of them, and the Pioneer Period had moved 

back to the early part of World War I. 
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I began a correspondence and occasional exchange of covers with a collector in Hungary.  When 

he realized how many Przemysl cards I had … they were much rarer and more valuable in Hungary 

than in the US … he proposed an exchange that was probably illegal in what was then communist 

Hungary.  He offered several pre-war balloon mail items in exchange for my duplicate Przemysl 

cards.  I sent them to him as instructed … a few-at-a-time by registered mail a couple of weeks 

apart … and received in return some of the great rarities of early Hungarian airmail … including 

the unique 1871 Siege of Paris balloon post addressed to Hungary.  Notice that by now my 

definition of the Pioneer Period not only moved back several decades, but it expanded to include 

airmail to Hungary and the pre-WWI manned and unmanned balloon flight cards.  By the way, my 

philatelic friend in Hungary wrote me that he’d sold the dozen Przemysl cards I’d sent him and 

with the proceeds bought himself a new car. 

 

I began to acquire many 1930s airmails such as the Boy Scout Jamboree and the Justice for 

Hungary flights, but was hesitant to extend my definition of the Pioneer Period forward to the 

1930s due to the weakness of my Hungarian Zeppelin mail.  This problem was fixed in one deal.  

Otto … now long retired and living on social security and a small pension … offered to sell me all 

his Hungarian Zeppelin covers.  I probably paid too much for them, but in addition to good 

coverage of the standard material, the group included several very unusual items that he had posted 

himself as a young chemist living and working in Hungary.  The final extension of my definition 

of the Pioneer Period resulted from finding, mostly in dealer junk boxes, a half-dozen or so flimsy 

unstamped airmail covers of the 1946 hyper-inflation period, including the unique airmail cover 

from Hungary to New Zealand.  At this point, I redefined The Pioneer Period of Hungarian 

Airmail as extending from 1871 to 1946. 

 

   
 

1871 – Two unique items of The Pioneer Period of Hungarian Airmail -- 1946 

 

In the 1980s and early 1990s, my exhibiting of the Pioneer Period was very successful.  Arguably, 

I had the best collection of Hungarian airmails in the world.  It was routinely getting Gold awards 

at national shows each year, and my collection was even well-received at the few international 

shows I entered … including a Gold award at Budapest’s 1987 60th National Stamp Day Exhibit.  

But, my acquisitions of new material slowed dramatically due to the extreme rarity (if they existed 

at all) and budget-breaking cost of the items that remained on my wish-list.    
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In 1994, I retired from my principal job at what by then was called United Technologies, though I 

continued as an adjunct professor at RPI’s Hartford Graduate Center for a few years.  I recognized 

that in retirement I could not afford to add anything to my collection.  So, I made the difficult 

decision to document the collection and my knowledge of Hungarian airmail, and then sell the 

collection.  That’s when I began to pursue the much less expensive retirement hobby of family 

history, which has yielded a database of over 14,000 relatives … by blood and marriage … and 

my www.berecz.us/famtree website. 

 

Back to the main focus of this essay, the American Air Mail Society 

agreed to publish my book titled … surprise, surprise … The 

Pioneer Period of Hungarian Airmail.  It’s still listed on Amazon 

if you’d like to buy a copy.  This is not an ad … I get no royalties.  

My collection was offered at auction by Christie’s in London and 

Zurich.  Much of the material sold at good prices which allowed me 

to recover the costs I incurred over the years.  Many of the unsold 

auction lots … largely 1922-27 material … I later sold privately to 

Dr. Paul Szilagyi, a long-time SHP member.  My long dormant US 

collection I gave to a grandson.  So, little evidence remains of my 

philatelic journey … just a handful of Hungarian “airmail” items that 

I consider to be family memorabilia … like my grandmother’s 

fantasy aviation card and this flown Przemysl card.   

 

 
 

Over the past two decades I’ve been seen by some as an Elder Statesman of Hungarian airmail 

collecting … which probably means I’m the old fart who occasionally pontificates on philatelic 

issues as he becomes increasingly irrelevant.  That said, now nearing the end of my philatelic and 

life’s journey, I’ll close with Porky Pig’s famous sign-off: That’s All Folks! 

 
 

http://www.berecz.us/famtree
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PERLAK – PRELOG 

 

by Alan Soble 

 

The town called “Perlak” in Magyar geographical and political language was located in Zala 

Vármegye in the Kingdom of Hungary until (de jure) the 1920 Treaty of Trianon.  Fin-de-siècle 

maps of the Kingdom of Hungary show Perlak along the Vármegye's southern border between the 

Kingdom of Hungary and Croatia; Perlak was squarely within both the Hungarian side of that 

border and within Zala VM (hence, philatelically and postal historically, Figure 1).  In post-

Trianon maps we come across the Croatian town name “Prelog”; the town, as orchestrated by a 

shifting of the border, was now situated well within Croatian-S.H.S. territory and, later, in the 

Kingdom of Yugoslavia.  It was not physically uprooted and moved, but one of its alternative 

names competed with the other and in some significant geographical and political circles gained 

center stage. 

 

 
 
Figure 1: An April 1910 J-type Perlak Zala VM A cancel (Monograph VI, p. 276).  Note the confusion 

over the card’s destination; this was the matter discussed in my “Bóly, St. Petersburg, and Fiume,” The 

News of Hungarian Philately 39:3 (July-September, 2008), pp. 5–7.  The card was addressed to a town 

“Petersburg” in Virginia [USA]; the receiving strike was applied in St. Petersburg, Russia.  The franking, 

which powered the card over uncountable kilometers, is a lone 5 fillér, perforated 15, green Turul. 

 

Perlak had been within an eventually lost territory, Međimurje, that comprised the southwest bump 

of Zala.  As was true, after WWI, of many other Hungarian or Magyarized towns lying throughout 

the outer regions of Nagymagyarország, Perlak found itself, along with a few thousand Perlakians 

(or Prelogians), located within fluid and then different political boundaries.  Before, while, and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zala_County_%28former%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zala_County_%28former%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kingdom_of_Hungary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Trianon
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also after, these border lines were bargained, bartered, and redrawn, Hungarian “surviving 

cancellers” (see Figure 2) were used to postmark – sometimes on surviving or continued-use 

articles of Hungarian postal stationery – the new stamps issued for the northern and western 

regions of the S.H.S. Kingdom, viz., Slovenia and Croatia. 

 

         

 
 

Within a few years of the Armistice, and soon after the Treaty of Trianon, the postal service in the 

several regions of the newly-formed S.H.S. Kingdom began to employ indigenous stamps, as well 

as indigenous cancellers, postal stationery, etiquettes, parcel cards, and so forth.  The 

nationalization – plus the ‘deMagyarization’ and ‘deHapsburgization’ – of the post was taking 

place in Yugoslavia, as it was taking place in the several regions of Czechoslovakia.  So just as we 

confront the town name cancel “Košice” instead of “Kassa” on mail posted in or from that city in 

Slovakia, 1919 through most of 1938, we also observe the names “Prelog” (Figure 3), “Novi Sad,” 

and “Subotica,” instead of “Perlak,” “Újvidék” and “Szabadka,” postmarked on mail items 

emanating in and from Yugoslavia.  We should be able to find these town name cancellations from 

the date of Trianon through 1940 (approximately). 

 

Figure 2: A Perlak Hungarian surviving 

canceller used 30 June 1919 on new 

S.H.S. stamps: a 20f brown-black 

Croatian Sailor (Yugoslavia Scott 2L36) 

and a 50f blue-green Slovenian Lady 

with Birds (Yugoslavia Scott 3L19). 

The canceller is a K-type Perlak; “Zala 

VM” remains, anachronistically, across 

the bottom (Monograph VI, p. 327). 

There was reason and opportunity for 

various obliterations, but none occurred. 

For details, see my essay “More on the 

Post-War Continued Use of Hungarian 

Stamps,” The News of Hungarian 

Philately 48:4 (October-December, 

2017), pp. 16–26. 
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Figure 3: An indigenous Prelog (its name written in both Latin and Cyrillic script) Yugoslavian cancel 

postmarking new S.H.S. stamps, dated 22 January [1]931.  Issued in 1926 to be used throughout the entire 

Kingdom, the stamps depict King Alexander.  This franking is composed of three copies of the 1D red 

Yugoslavia Scott 43 and one copy of the 10D brown Scott 49.  The “22.I.9 31” date is confirmed by the 

arriving Ljubljana backstrike, dated straightforwardly “23.I.31.” 

 

During World War II, Újvidék was once again within the borders of Hungary.  Indeed, I have a 

wide assortment of cancelled stamps, cards, and covers from Újvidék which I will soon assemble 

in some logical array and display in an essay.  Similarly, during WWII Perlak/Prelog was again 

part of Hungary.  Starting in 1941, the Prekmurje and Međimurje regions of Yugoslavia were 

annexed by Hungary, as indicated in this map: 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hungary_during_World_War_II
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The reclaimed town was given its earlier name, “Perlak,” the way Novi Sad was renamed 

“Újvidék” and Cluj was renamed “Kolozsvár,” in the Vojvodinan Délvidék and in Visszatért 

Romanian territory (the Erdély), respectively.  (See my essay “The Continued Use of Hungarian 

Stamps and Postal Stationery in Post-WWI Romania and the S.H.S. Kingdom,” The News of 

Hungarian Philately 48:2 [April-June, 2017], pp. 11–26.)  Towns in Slovakia (the Felvidék) and 

Subcarpathian Ukraine (Zakarpattya), too, were renamed: “Kassa” was returned to its former 

prominence, while “Košice” was (albeit only temporarily) abandoned; similarly, for the re-

establishment of “Ungvár,” “Munkács,” “Beregszász,” “Rimaszombat,” “Érsekújvár,” and 

“Losonc,” and the brief descent of their counterparts “Užhorod,” “Mukačevo,” “Berehovo,” 

“Rimavská Sobota,” “Nové Zámky,” and “Lučenec.”  The small contribution to “back to the past” 

political irredentism in northwestern Croatia is exhibited postally by the newly devised Hungarian 

cancel (Figure 4) applied to a Hungarian stamp used to pay postage in the renewed Perlak of 

WWII. 

 

 
 
Figure 4: The front of an entire, an intact cover sent from Perlak to Germany, and appropriately censored. 

The Hungarian Perlak cancel is dated November 1942. The cancel is a P-type introduced on July 3, 1942, 

listed in Monograph VI, p. 444. The stamp (MBK 728) is a black 20f, issued on October 15, 1942 in 

honor of Horthy István – the war casualty and son of the Regent Horthy Miklós. 

 

The “back to the past” movement did not endure, even if there is perennially a smoldering of 

irredentist sentiment mixed with revanchism in the parks and kávézók of Budapest, Békéscsaba, 

and Kecskemét.1  For one thing, Hungary ceded the reclaimed territory in Slovenia (Prekmurje) 

and Croatia (Međimurje) to the German army as the Germans themselves retreated in the face of 

the Soviet march through the Balkans.  This was merely one small beginning of the end of Magyar 

ethnonationalist dreams of a rejuvenated Nagymagyarország. A further insult was the absorption 

of Subcarpathian towns into the Ukrainian SSR, in effect sucking far eastern Hungary and 

Hungarians into the Soviet Union – hence forever gone. 
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After WWII, Prelog was rejoined with Croatia in Tito’s 

Yugoslavia and eventually, as is well-known, achieved, along 

with other Balkan lands, independence from Yugoslavia.  This 

3,10 kuna stamp – currently the domestic postcard rate – 

celebrates “750 years of the town Prelog”; it was issued by 

Hrvatska pošta (HP) in 2014. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 

 
1. This lighthearted flight of fancy must be measured against the recent sobering, irredentist-

gerrymandering, politically-inspired antics of Viktor Orban: “Orban’s decision to greatly facilitate 

citizenship for Hungarians living in neighboring countries like Romania and Serbia . . . contributed to his 

large win on April 8 [2018]. Over 96 percent of voters in those bordering countries – including areas that 

Hungary lost after World War I – backed Orban’s Fidesz party.” (Pablo Gorondi [AP], 14 April 2018, 

Washington Post Online.) 

 
 

 

 
 

Alan Bauer at the society table at the Boxborough Stamp Show 
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A FLAW IN THE 1955 BARTÓK STAMPS? 

 

by Paul Richter, MD 

 

While visiting the booths at the AmeriStamp Expo in Birmingham, Alabama, in February 2018, I 

came upon an unexpected surprise, when searching for a missing Bartok stamp for my collection.  

I was given three different envelopes with mint, never hinged, 1955 Bartók stamps.  The vendor 

had placed the 60f yellow-brown, 1Ft green and 1Ft brown stamps commemorating the 10th 

anniversary of Bartók's death, (Hungarian catalog (MBK) #1510, #1511, #1511a), together with a 

1Ft brown with the MABÉOSZ label (MBK #1512a) in each envelope. 

 

I bought the first envelope and contents for 13 

dollars, but then decided I should inspect the 

others too.  To my surprise, without using a 

magnifier, I saw a vertical line descending top to 

bottom in the 1Ft green stamp, touching the right 

foot of the letter A and between the 9 and the 4.  

This stamp is illustrated at left.  Looking at the 

third green 1Ft, it too had this vertical line, but 

displaced a little further to the right, and there was 

also a small brownish dot, like a flyspeck in the 

upper right-hand area of the stamp. 

 

The contents of the envelope I had bought were 

unblemished!  I looked in my tattered copy of the 

1972 Hungarian catalog and there was no 

mention of anything like what I was seeing.   

 

Then, I checked the 2007 Hungarian catalog and 

there is a one-line statement on page 110, 

"Lemezhiba: összekötő vonal (folt) a névben az L 

és A között (46 ívhely)", which translates into 

"plate error: connecting line (spot) (sic) in the 

name between the L and the A (position 46 of the sheet)" with catalogue prices of Ft3000-1500 

for catalog #1511, Ft5000-2000 for 1511a and 8x for imperforate.  In 2007, one (1) US Dollar was 

roughly 220 Forints. 

 

Arriving home, I checked Volume V of the "Magyar Bélyegek Monográfiája" from 1967, pp.541-

543, and again found no mention of what I had witnessed.  Robert Lauer and I checked our 

accumulated issues of The News of Hungarian Philately to see if someone had already written 

about the Bartók errors.  We found one article on Bartók by Csaba Kõhalmi from 1995 (Vol.26, 

No.3, page 28), but there was no mention of the errors.  I apologize if the sought for article was 

missed. 
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With the help of Alan Bauer, I got in touch with Károly Szûcs at MABÉOSZ asking him if there 

was anything in their archives on this particular flaw.  He sent me an excerpt from a book by 

András Pető, describing the errors on these stamps, which is illustrated below.   

 

 
 

According to this source, the same plate error exists for both the green and the dark-brown 1Ft 

Bartók Béla stamps in position 46 of the sheet.  A white line is visible between the L and the A.  

There is another flaw on brown 1Ft stamps, where a brown spot is visible above Bartok's right 

eyebrow.  There is also a flaw on these stamps where the “T” in Bartók looks like an “I”.   

 

The flaws described above do not sound like the flaws that I saw on those two #1511s, which 

showed the vertical line in slightly different positions.  I do not know the frequency of these errors, 

or the value of these stamps with the errors.  If anybody has any information or thoughts on these 

flaws, please contact me at pandsrichter@gmail.com. 

 

 

 

 

INDICATION OF THE MONTH IN HUNGARIAN POSTAL CANCELLERS 

 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 

 

As we have just commemorated the 150th anniversary of the independent Hungarian Post (and 

celebrated its first stamps, the ‘coarse beard’ Francis Joseph issue used jointly with Austria) on 1 

May 2017, I would like to take another look as to how postal cancelling devices were 

‘Hungarianized’ and, eventually, standardized (sort of). 
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The Hungarian Post inherited approximately 4,000 cancellers from the Austrian Post in 1867.  A 

lot of these devices indicated German-version Hungarian town names, some were bi-lingual, and 

some strictly Hungarian since no German equivalent existed.  Most of these cancellers did not 

incorporate the year in the device; and, almost all showed the month with an Arabic numeral using 

the German convention of day-month.  The initial Magyarization attempt was to excise German 

names from bi-lingual devices; later, the introduction of cancellers with strictly Hungarian names 

proceeded in earnest after 1871.  At the same time, the Hungarian date convention (year-month-

day) became standard.  Still, there was a mix of using either Arabic numerals or three-letter 

abbreviations to indicate the month.  When letters were used, the three-letter abbreviation agreed 

in most part with what is shown in the third column of the table below1.  The major exception was 

that October was abbreviated as ‘OCT’ using the Latin/German version2. As cancellers with 

wheels were introduced, the month indication showed Roman numerals (fourth column in the 

table3) at first.  By 1890, multi-wheel devices became standard that included such information as 

the time of day.  For all practical purposes, I can say that the month was indicated using three 

letters1 with few exceptions.  (The use of ‘OCT’ didn’t go away altogether until the early 1900s.) 

 

The abbreviation for ‘szeptember’ (contrary to English, Hungarian grammar does not capitalize 

the 1st letter in the names of the month or the days of the week) created a linguistic problem since 

it involved four letters: SZEP.  I guess that an executive decision was made somewhere in the 

chain of command to not squeeze four letters onto the wheel, so SEP continued to be used.  I can 

state unequivocally that ‘SEP’ was the only abbreviation used for the month of September in the 

many thousand circular, insert or wheel, cancelling devices prepared for Hungary’s post offices. 

 

Nevertheless, there are examples in which the correct Hungarians abbreviation4 was utilized.  

These usually involve rectangular postal agency or letter collection office cancellers that offered 

more surface area to put extra letters.  Commemorative cancels also show this variation since their 

design allowed room for artistic license.  Alan Soble discussed some of these in his Hungarian 

Philatelic Orthography, Part I published in the January-March 2014 issue of The News.  In the 

same article, he also showed examples of the OCT-OKT variants.  After paging though Volume 

VI of the Magyar bélyegek monográfiája, I found illustrations of several cancellers with SZEP 

or SZEPT abbreviations.  I also found a different variant, SZPT.  A few examples are shown here: 
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Images of various postal 

collection office, postal 

agency and meter 

cancellations taken from the 

Monográfiája showing SZPT 

and SZEP abbreviations.  The 

cancelled stamps are from my 

collection showing SZEP, 

SZEPT. and Szept. 

abbreviations.  Most of them 

are special event, 

commemorative cancellations. 
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Illustration from the Monográfiája showing OCT & OKT abbreviation variants from the 1890s 

 

 
 

Alan Soble provided this interesting combination of OCT spelling on the posting cancellation 

and OKT spelling in the arrival cancel. 

FULL 

HUNGARIAN 

SPELLING 

GRAMMATICALLY 

CORRECT 

ABBREVIATION 

STANDARD 

POSTAL 

ABBREVIATION 

ARCHAIC 

SPELLING / 

ABBREVIATION5 

EXISTING 

ALTERNATE 

POSTAL 

ABBREVIATION letters1 Roman 

numerals3 

január jan. JAN I   

február feb. / febr.6 FEB II   

március már. / márc. MÁR III márczius / márcz.7 márc. 

április ápr. ÁPR IV   

május máj. MÁJ V   

június jún. JUN VI   

július júl. JUL VII   

augusztus aug. AUG VIII   

szeptember szep. / szept. 4 SEP IX  SZEP / SZEPT / 

Szept. / SZPT 

október okt. OKT X  OCT 2 

november nov. NOV XI   

december dec. DEC XII deczember / decz. DECZ 
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I’d like to expand on this topic by pointing out 

that the name of two of the months also had 

archaic Hungarian spelling variations with 

the letter ‘c’ followed by a ‘z’ as shown in the 

fifth column of the table.  I am remembering 

an unfinished correspondence exchange I had 

with the late Leslie Ettre about when the ‘cz’ 

spelling ceased to be correct.  He insisted that 

the grammar experts of the Hungarian 

Academy of Science invalidated it in the early 

1900s.  Still the text of postal documents used 

that style well into the years after the end of 

World War I.  I suspect that it stayed in the 

minds of the population who were schooled 

along the old rules of grammar for another 

generation or two.  Alan Soble and I went on 

a quest to find examples of ‘cz’ spelling in 

postal cancellations.  The two possible 

versions are ‘márcz’ and ‘decz.’  I can report 

success in finding only one example of            

‘DECZ’ as shown below! 

 

 

 

 

Left: The one example of ‘DECZ’ cancellation that 

I found.  Below: An example of ‘decz’ used in 

rubber date stamp from 1928.  Old habits are hard 

to change! 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Photographically cropped picture from a 1920s 

postal money order form showing the archaic 

‘cz’ spelling in the words ‘Czím’ and ‘utcza’ 

illustrating my point that this practice was still 

is use after World War I ended. 
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Two examples of the abbreviation ‘márc.’:  on the left, used as a newspaper stamp 

precancellation; on the right, in a commemorative cancellation from 1947 from Kecskemét. 

 

There are two abbreviations shown in the table, febr6 and márcz7, that I have not been able to 

locate; yet, they may still be out there. 

 

In the 1930s, the standard diameter of the cancelling devices was made smaller. The economies of 

scale dictated that Roman numerals be used to indicate the month, with some exceptions, as 

always.  This practice persisted throughout the 20th century.  The 1990s saw the introduction of 

self-inking devices that are in use today.  These devices now show an Arabic numeral for the 

month.  (I loathe these cancellers since they usually deliver ink smudges to the stamps unlike the 

clear strikes of yesteryear [provided they were properly inked].) 

 

My concluding observation is that the use of correct spelling never applied to the abbreviations 

JUN and JUL.  The first ‘Ú’ in these months has an accent mark that was consistently omitted.  

This is incongruous with the fact that the accent mark on the ‘Á’ in MÁR / ÁPR / MÁJ is always 

present. 

 

Postscript: No sooner than I sent the article to our 

editor, I found a newspaper stamp with FEBR 

precancellation on eBay.  While this is only a pseudo-

postal cancellation, it does prove my point about 

FEBR being a legitimately used abbreviation!  Also, 

Alan Soble provided an image of a real stamp 

cancelled with the SZPT abbreviation. 
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SOME UNUSUAL POSTAL LABELS 

 

by Jan Jaap de Weerd 

 

I have recently come across a couple of covers in my collection with some unusual postal labels, 

which I thought I would share with my fellow members.  

 

The first is a letter sent from Pécs to Hárságy on May 6, 1928, forwarded several times before 

being send back to Pécs.  The front and back of this cover are illustrated below. 
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The sender hadn't mentioned his address on the cover, so 

it was opened at the Pécs Post Office in order to find the 

address, which was written on the back in pencil, before 

sealing it with a tape that explained this operation.  

Somewhere on the way, the letter received the 

label “Lakása bejelentve nincsen. Inconnu, domicile non 

enregistré” which means “Unknown, residence not 

recorded”.  On its return, the sender didn't open the 

envelope, the contents are still sealed inside. 

 

The second cover, illustrated below, left Bucursal, Uruguay on December 5, 1960, to arrive in 

Budapest on December 11, 1960.  
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It was forwarded several times, arriving at the Mátyásföld Post Office on December 13th, where a 

label with the text “Ismeretlen helyre költözött. Parti.”, meaning “Moved to an unknown address.” 

was applied to the back of the letter.  The Budapest Csepel Post Office added, probably in the 

morning of December 15th, a second label on the front, which, unfortunately, is now missing, but 

the same day in the evening, it also added a third label “Ismeretlen. Inconnu.”, this time meaning 

just “Unknown”.  It was probably at this stage that the “Bp62” in blue pencil was added in order 

to send it back to the Budapest 62 Post Office to see if they could figure out where to deliver the 

letter, even though it had already transited through this post office on December 12th. 

Notwithstanding the two (three?) “Unknown” labels on the letter, it does seem to have found its 

destination at this point, for the last date stamp on the back of the letter is from the Budapest 62 

Post Office on the morning of December 16th at 9:00. 

 

Postscript: Mariann Csatlós is planning to write a handbook on the postal labels of Hungary and 

she would welcome any assistance she can get from the members of the SHP.  Her e-mail is 

arpadne.csatlos@sap.com (she speaks English). 

 
 

 

 

 
 

SHP members and guests at the Hungarian dinner following the 2018 Annual General Meeting 

at the Spellman Museum.  

mailto:arpadne.csatlos@sap.com


 

 

 
 
 

WANTED:  Consignment material for SHP auctions. 
 

Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction 
chairperson, Jim Gaul: 1920 Fawn Lane, Hellertown, PA 18055-2117 USA, email: 
terrynjim@ptd.net. You can set your starting price or consult with Jim to establish the same.  You 
can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of new acquisitions 
for your fellow members all at the same time. 

 
 

FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY 
 

Book # Volumes Years Cost 

1 1-3 1970-1972 $30 

2 4-6 1973-1975 $30 

3 7-9 1976-1978 $30 

4 10-12 1979-1981 $30 

5 13-15 1982-1984 $30 

6 16-18 1985-1987 $30 

7 19-21 1988-1990 $30 

8 22-24 1991-1993 $30 

9 25-27 1994-1996 $30 

10 28-30 1997-1999 $30 

11 31-32 2000-2001 $30 

12 * 33-36 2002-2005 $50 * 
 

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first 11 
books for $320.00.  * Book No. 12 costs $50 each.  Freight fees will be added to all orders.  Orders and 
inquiries should be sent to:  

 
Alan Bauer, P.O. Box 3024, Andover, MA 01810; tel: (617) 645-4045,  

e-mail: alan.bauer@hungarianphilately.org 



 

 
 

PERLAK – PRELOG  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A postal stationery card sent from Perlak to Vienna cancelled August 22, 1872 (from the 
collection of Paul de Leeuw van Weenen). 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Following the occupation of Prelog by Hungarian troops on April 11, 1941, this auxiliary 
canceller ‘177’ was used pending the arrival of a new Perlak canceller from Hungary (from the 

collection of Paul de Leeuw van Weenen).  


